
Instant Self-Publishing Ninja Facebook Group 
 

[IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT] Hey all! As we transition into 2018, I'm making significant 

changes to The Book Ninja. One of these changes is that ALL Facebook course groups are 

being COMBINED into ONE group where every student can interact, exchange ideas, hold each 

other accountable, etc. in ONE place. 

 

So many people have different courses that this will help streamline and keep you from 

having to post questions in multiple groups. Please go join the NEW group 

here: https://www.facebook.com/groups/541039962908015 

 

The following is a transcript of the Instant Self-

Publishing Ninja Facebook Group. Use Ctrl+F (PC) or 

Command+F (Mac) to search this document. Enjoy! 
 

2017 
 

December 27, 2017 

 

Janet Bristeir: [There’s an] item about my book on page 10 [of this online magazine]! 

https://issuu.com/vancouver-courier/docs/healthieryou_fall2017 

 

November 15, 2017 

 

Drew Becker: I am completing a book about Personal Branding and looking for beta readers. 

Anyone interested? You can PM me or post. Thanks in advance. 

 

October 10, 2017 

 

Judith Winters: HELP! My book is written. I want IBSN numbers and to copyright it before 

sending to an editor. Which comes first, the IBSN numbers or the copyright? Do I obtain both at 

the same time? I appreciate a response. Thank you. 

 

Marlena Carol Harris: The problem with that is if you register your copyright (because the 

copyright is already yours, so all you are doing is registering it) before it is edited, then the 

register is on the pre-edited form. At least that's the way I understand it. Last I heard, they 

did allow you to do this, but they discourage it and unless my memory is off, I believe it costs 

more (part of the discouraging people from registering before something is actually 

published). 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/541039962908015/?ref=gs&fref=gs&dti=786805561407062&hc_location=group


Also, any editor that is worth going to is not going to steal your work, so I would look for 

someone you can get personal reviews from (as in someone you know has used them and 

tells you that they do go work). 

 

I'm not sure you want to attach an ISBN to a work until it ready for publishing. It may not 

matter since no one will have looked at it, so no one can say what state it was in before, but 

if there are too many changes you are supposed to get a new ISBN so people know it's a 

new addition of the book (again not sure if this applies to a book that hasn't actually been 

published). 

 

Normally, you get it edited (often by multiple reputable editors). Then you attach an ISBN to 

it and have it formatted (or do that yourself if you are someone who knows how . . . which 

I'm not). Then, you publish it. Then, you register your copyright. 

 

That's probably not the answer you were looking for, but I hope it helps all the same. 

Also Congrats! That's awesome that your book is written and ready for editing. 

 

Jessica Butler: I do my editing before I assign an ISBN. I send off for a copyright after the 

project is proofed. 

 

Judith A. Winters: Marlena, I appreciate your response to my questions. I am a newbie at 

this book publishing adventure. However, I am open to suggestions as to how this works. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Marlena is right. The order is Edit -> Design (ISBN is part of the PRINT 

book cover design) -> Publish -> Copyright. All the steps AND the order in how to do this are 

part of this Instant Self-Publishing Ninja training in your Members Area. 

September 5, 2017 

 

Corinne Schmid: Help! Do I include page numbers (or not) on a children's illustrated book? 

 

 Kristen Joy Laidig: Not usually. 

 

August 7, 2017 

 

Jess E Hooper: Hi, I paid for the children’s course but cannot access; sent message to support 

last night no response. 

 

Marlena Carol Harris: I assume you signed into your account on Kristen's site and checked 

the Author's Quick Course section on your page of courses you have. I found it weird that 

the course is the first one on the list, since it's not the first in the series, but I guess that's so 

that's it's easier to find or something like that. Did you find it there or was it something on the 

page for that course that caused problems? 

 



Diana L Patz McDowell: I thought the class wasn't posted because it wasn't done yet... I 

paid for it as well and I don't have in my area yet. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Diana This is where the course appears. If you don't see it, please 

email support@thebookninja.com and they'll make sure it's added. I don't understand why 

it's not showing up for you, when it showed up for everyone else just fine… I just had a 

thought... if you haven't done this yet, logout of the site, clear your browser cache & login 

again. See if it shows up. Sometimes the system gets stuck if you don't logout on a regular 

basis. Let me know if that works! 

 

April 11, 2017 

 

Stu Weinstock: Hello Everyone - I am looking for a person to do illustrations for my children's 

books for age group 8 - 10 year olds. I like black and white pictures like the Jeff Kinney, Wimpy 

KIds pictures he has in his books. Any suggestions? Any feedback on who I can contact to get 

some estimates and samples of their work? Any direction and suggestions someone can share 

would be greatly appreciated. Thank you very much! 

 

Jamie White Wyatt: Did you look in Kristen's resources in the Member's area? 

 

Melissa Paige Kennedy: Stu - Fiverr has quite the array of cartoonists you may want to 

check out - https://www.fiverr.com/.../create-cartoon-caricatures... 

 

Jamie White Wyatt: Go to the Instant Self-Publishing Ninja Page. Scroll down below the 

Modules. Mine has "Bonus 1" Kristen's Rolodex. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: BUT that being said, I don't have any illustrators on the list anymore. 

They either got too busy or have moved on to do other things. I 

recommend 99Designs.com, Fiverr.com or take one of Tony's courses to learn how to do 

the illustrations yourself (no drawing skills necessary). 

 

Stu Weinstock: @Kristen - I appreciate your feedback very much and value your products 

highly! I am a Psychologist by trade and am very left brain oriented (analytical) and have 

difficulties with right brain tasks. I believe I have purchased Tony's recent product on 

creating illustrations, but prefer to outsource this task. I will find that right person to assist me 

with this, they have to be out there. I have (5) children's short stories I want to get into 

print,,,, so my task is a tall one, but I will keep searching. This is the most difficult part to 

children's book publishing in my opinion, the illustrations. Thank you again! 

 

Diana L Patz McDowell: Yes, the illustrations are difficult and to know how to layout the 

illustrations in a way that is also cost effective is another issue. I have 3 picture book 

stories that are just sitting because I'm not sure how to handle the illustrations. 

Marketing... that could be a problem if I ever get that step. BTW I did sign up for Kristen 

Joy Laidig's new webinar. 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fiverr.com%2Fcategories%2Fgraphics-design%2Fcreate-cartoon-caricatures%3Fsource%3Dside-menu%26ref%3Dmain_type%253Acartoon%257Corigin%253Aheader%26filter%3Drating%26page%3D1&h=ATNSzLEIxyLyMSgob8Z-g0d06D5y6WbwBTfS_5xsiWhLmYHZp4Lnumup4PXKJznh_MtdhE90U6R3-0vWAS0_hJErHgfgQkdoyXNEoK6hlYyoQzf9_i8G2octnmkBarRvKbT8HYJATZgHo95Ilg
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2F99Designs.com%2F&h=ATMzuA7rxJ7zlIRsvMcd1wUnjx34LG2l8E6HNw5Z48z1J3YZUDClba354wLyOWxhkg4V76aX55Ay2t0h_TyQonMNgTL1U28XLx3jGYaTiEbGApiKTfBiWAc34mFGGUAmi7ojyg2yprfvJrQL8Q
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2FFiverr.com%2F&h=ATPCuVKzWUp5As2SIpW4q3EZXEfMmBGw152SnDLFXiN3KjvzMmBvdWtridgyam49LT3TCg19kDKJFFSE94HAYONEa6hYK8wfY14myZNXIo8KnGkmSSQocwR4T31z3ekj6DYBV7rFg4TdIkj8Ow
https://www.facebook.com/thekristenjoy?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487&hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/thekristenjoy?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487&hc_location=ufi


 

Corinne Schmid: I used Upwork for my children's book. Loved it. I'm using the same 

illustrator for the next two in the series as well. 

 

Diana L Patz McDowell: I've used Upwork for some editing and love it. I feel lucky that I 

was able to find people to just what I wanted. Once you post a job, you can end up with 

more people than you expected and have to put in a bit of work to find one that will fit your 

project. 

 

Corinne Schmid: Diana L Patz McDowell, Soooooo true - the responses can be 

overwhelming and confusing (how to make the right choice). I am now very, very, very 

specific with requirements and expectations - resulting in much fewer responses; but from 

much more qualified peeps (based on my requirements) with the training, experience and 

caliber I wanted. 

 

July 20, 2017 

 

Corinne Schmid: Help! Pricing a children's book, in US & CDN$ - UGH. Corinne Schmid I live 

in Canada and have to establish both US and CDN prices for my children's book [8x10, 46 

pages, full color]. I realize that getting a 20% royalty is the goal, that 'print cost x 3.5' is an 

'average book price calculation'... but once that US$ price is converted to CDN currency - it's 

way overpriced for my Canadian market (because CDN dollar is so crappy right now). Has 

anyone else dealt with this?? If so - please tell me how!! 

 

Jamie White Wyatt: My unpublished business mind would say you price it in your market, 

for your market, make less money in Canada, to begin to build your brand and become 

known! If you price it too high, you're shooting yourself in the foot! Hopefully, Kristen Joy 

Laidig will weigh in! 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: What Jamie said. 

 

May 24, 2017 

 

Janet Bristeir: Interview about Medical Tourism book series: 

https://www.facebook.com/melodyowen/videos/10211807666239904/ 

 

May 19, 2017 

 

Angela Arnold: Hi, Kristen, I have another question... If I purchase ISBNs as an individual, can 

I later transfer ownership of those ISBNs to a publishing company if I decide to? Thanks. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: No. they are non-transferable. But you can add as many "imprints" as 

you like to that account as long as you own the imprints. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/itzCorinne?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487
https://www.facebook.com/thekristenjoy?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487&hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/thekristenjoy?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487&hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/jamie.white.wyatt?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487&hc_location=ufi


May 15, 2017 

 

Angela Arnold: Dear Kristen, I am studying the Instant Self-Publishing Ninja, and I'd a like a 

little more clarification on the relationship between your publishing company, your imprint, and 

your LLC. How are they structured, and what do you suggest we do concerning those three 

entities? Thanks a lot. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: LLC is over everything else. It can be the same thing as the publishing 

company. An imprint is the name you publish under. An imprint is simply that - a NAME. It 

can be an LLC, an umbrella company, but it doesn't have to be. If you're a sole proprietor, 

you'll want to make up a name to publish under (not a pen name, a publisher name that 

makes it look like you're publishing under a company). If you're an LLC, you might want to 

publish under your LLC name... or not. You don't have to. Here's my structure: 

 

Greine Investments, LLC - overarching company 

Greine Publications - my publishing "company" (my imprint) 

The Book Ninja - my brand for trainings, resources, etc. No books have The Book Ninja 

brand on them (though that's an idea...) 

 

LLC is a Limited Liability Company and it's registered with the state you do business in. It's a 

REAL company with bylaws, etc. If you're not making $100k/year, you don't really need to 

be an LLC. AND you can still operate as a sole proprietor & publish your books under a 

publishing imprint name. 

 

April 5, 2017 

 

Mara Walker: Hi there! I need some tips or advice if all possible! I am currently finishing up my 

first fiction novel in a series of 3 books. I am in the midst of getting the 1st formatted into kindle. 

Should I write the 2nd and 3rd book before publishing the 1st book so that way all 3 books can 

be published at the same time? Also when is the best time to create my author website and 

social media links? Right after the 1st book is published or after all 3 books are published. I feel 

like if I have my author website up and running and there is only 1 Book to feature on my 

website it looks odd, or am I wrong? 

 

Sue Bookhout: Now is the time to start building your platform. You can't begin too early. 

Ellen Lentsch: What Sue said! Also, I think I remember Elise or Kristen saying once that if 

people enjoy your book, they're going to want to know more about you, so they'll go to your 

website looking for an 'About Me' page at least. And in publishing the first book before the 

other two are ready, you can keep people's interest by having little "Coming soon!" blurbs. 

And... forgive me if this is off base, but I think I might be hearing a familiar echo. Are you 

SURE this is an issue? That you're not just asking because you're nervous about pulling the 

trigger and you secretly want a reason to delay? (I ask only because I do that to myself 

frequently, and the thoughts in your post are ones I've had...) 

 



Mara Walker: That's good to know about the "coming soon" blurbs! I will do that then to 

give the readers anticipation and excitement! 

 

Marlena Carol Harris: I don't have any of my books published yet. I've been building my 

website (poorly, but still building) for two years come the 19th. I've been building my twitter 

accounts (I have four, but only two of them are relevant to this) for 7 years (StoryGirl83) and 

4 years (MarlenaHarris). I've been building my Pinterest account (MarlenaHarris) for 2 years 

(which I've found is super fun and highly addictive). I do my best to be visible via being 

helpful anywhere I can. I have been active on NaNoWriMo forums for the last four years, 

mostly trying to help people when I can, but also to figure out story related issues I am 

having. I'm slow at all this, but I am both creating a presence and hopefully building 

relationships. And no matter how slow, I am making progress toward publishing. 

 

I also study websites. My website isn't anything to look at yet, but I'm working on it and have 

a pretty good idea what I, as a reader, look for in an author's website. First and foremost, I 

want more info on their books. Then, I want to know about them in connection to their 

books. I want to know why they created that particular book or series. I want to know what 

characters in their fiction that they love. I want to see more in depth about their fictional 

world. I love seeing family trees and character bios. I want easy ways to find and purchase 

all their books if I so desire, links to every site they can be found at both print and digital 

when possible (if that list is really long, then there are ways to hide all of the links which can 

be unhidden with a button click). 

 

And no, it doesn't look odd if there is only one book to feature (although you can feature 

books that aren't out yet as I have seen some authors have progress bars telling how far in 

an expected word count they are or what stage of the book they are in, first draft, editing, 

cover) as long as it is an author website and not a publisher website (I think a publisher 

website would look pretty odd with just one book). 

 

Jamie White Wyatt: IMHO--Another point of view--from the reader's side--I am totally 

frustrated by the recent trend toward authors padding their stories to make a "series," 

instead of simply putting a couple of short books together to make one decent read. If it IS a 

really good story, I will buy the next one, if it is already available. If not, I read a lot, and will 

move on to something else. Only twice have I actually gone back to buy a book from a 

series at a later date. I think you'll lose a lot of readers with "coming soon," unless your book 

is extraordinary! 

 

Mara Walker: Does it depend on the genre? I write Erotica 

 

Sue Bookhout: I don't think building your platform has to mean you are pushing your 

book. It just means building connections, growing your readership and social media 

connections, building up some SEO on your site. Building a presence is better than 

being invisible. 

 



Mara Walker: That's what I thought and that's what I have been learning in these online 

courses for authors is to build up your brand such as social media and your website, etc. 

 

Marlena Carol Harris: We are very different when it comes to our reading preferences. 

As a reader, I almost don't bother with books that don't come in series (or authors that 

don't write series), because I want more time in the worlds of the books I read and more 

time with the characters. What does drive me nuts is serials. If I am buying a book, I 

want a full book. If the book does not conclude something and ends like part one of a 

season finale/season premier two-parter with a cliffhanger that is supposed to make you 

want to see the next season, I probably will give up on the author unless they are really 

good (which is odd, because I get frustrated when TV series don't have that kind of 

season finale, which most don't these days, probably because they don't even know if 

they will be picked up for another season at the time they film the season finale) . 

 

If an author has an epic quest that spans multiple books, make sure that there is a 

complete story in each book, that something important is concluded, because if 

someone jumps off a cliff and that's the end of a book I will never read your work, again 

(no, Mara Walker, I'm not trying to saying that is what you are doing, especially since 

that doesn't make a whole lot of sense in your genre). 

 

As Sue Bookhout, says, that's not what building a platform is about. It's about visibility 

and building relationships. It's about giving search engines something to find when 

someone goes looking for your name. And in some ways it's about finding the people 

who hate your genre, but love you so much that they tell everyone they know about your 

new book and buy it anyway, even though you both know they won't be reading it. 

 

April 5, 2017 

 
Janet Bristeir: Item in local paper about my books: 

http://www.vancourier.com/community/medical-tourism-what-you-need-to-know-1.9952442 

 

November 29, 2016 

 

Donna Woody: I know (now!) that InDesign is the best program to use to format print books. I 

thought that Scrivener would format e-books, but I've just read an article saying that it doesn't 

do it properly. (I have seen a lot of messed up previews lately - centering text being the most 

obvious - so there is something causing a problem in the preview mode on Amazon. The 

formatting in the actual book is always fine.) So my questions to everyone are... 

What program do you use to format e-books? 

What program do you use to format print books? 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Yep, I do [outsource this]. The contact should be in your Members Area 

for the guy I use. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/walkerjmara?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487&hc_location=ufi
http://www.vancourier.com/community/medical-tourism-what-you-need-to-know-1.9952442


October 29, 2016 

 

Janet Bristeir: Third book in the series Surgery for Sale, is now out on Amazon! 

https://www.facebook.com/janet.bristeir/videos/1205970029460106/ 

 

Corinne Schmid: Janet - How much do I LOVE this book promo??? TONS! ...and the book 

topic as my mother required ambulance airlifting from US back to Canada, I digress....) I'd 

love to know how you created this promo and the results you've received - feel free to 

DM/PM me with details... 

 

Janet Bristeir: It's a program called Doodly, there was a limited release not sure if it's still 

available. There might be a sign up page for info 

Thank you 

 

October 25, 2016 

 

Jessica Butler: Just FYI - IngramSpark has extended their discounted offer for October through 

Nov 30th!! I have been ordering mine through CreateSpace because of recent printing issues (I 

have not had any issues but several others have mentioned them). Several local bookstores 

only order from IS and I didn't want to lose that distribution. So, you still have a chance to get 

your books in if you wanted that option. 

 

October 19, 2016 

 

Donna Woody: I was reading an article today about ISBNs and Amazon sales reporting, 

especially in the KU section. I'd like to know what Kristen Joy Laidig thinks about this. Is this 

something that authors need to worry about? Do I really need to get ISBNs for e-books? I know 

it's the best route for print books, but is it something I need to worry about for e-books? 

And since I live in the US, buying ISBNs in a big deal. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Amazon tracks Kindle books with ASINs, not ISBNs. So if you ONLY 

have e-books on Kindle and nowhere else, it's still tracked even within the KU program. To 

me that is probably just a scare tactic or something. 

 

Donna Woody: If I want to publish e-books on other platforms - B&N, Apple, etc - would I 

need to get ISBNs? Or am I trying to make things more difficult than they need to be? I do 

that a LOT! 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Yes, if you want to publish on any platform other than Kindle you must 

have an ISBN applied to that book. And it's totally up to you if you want to publish there or 

stick to Kindle only. 

 

October 17, 2016 

 

https://www.facebook.com/janet.bristeir/videos/1205970029460106/


Donna Woody: If you want to publish a series reading list for an author's books (not your own), 

do you need to have their permission? I'm thinking of something like the name of the book, 

publish date, reading order, major event in the book, something like that. I looked on Amazon 

and saw a couple of "reading lists" books for a specific author, so I just wondered if anyone has 

any information on how you'd go about doing this. 

 

George Burks: As far as I know, reading lists have reviews of the books they are 

recommending. You don't need permission - critical reviews are permitted by Copyright law. 

Major events in a book without a review, I would get permission. 

 

October 13, 2016 

 

Gayle Katz: Some people (including Kristen!) are encouraging me to start my own Facebook 

Group. The theme of the group would be based on my book series topic: toxic people and how 

to deal with them so you save your sanity/stay happy. 

I *think* I can handle a group now, but I'm a little stuck because I don't know what to name it. 

Here are some names I brainstormed. Which ones speak to you? Which ones call your name 

and say join me? 

 

1. Get That Toxic Monkey Off Your Back 

2. People Talking About Toxic People 

3. Purging The Toxic People Monster 

4. No More Toxic People 

5. Toxic People 101 

6. Toxic People & Beyond 

7. The Super-Duper Toxic People Purging 

8. Get That Toxic Monkey Off My Back 

9. Release The Toxicity 

 

I know... That's a long list, right? Anyway, would love your feedback! 

Marlena Carol Harris: #3 made me think of the Purple People Eater. Made me smile. 

 

Jamie White Wyatt: Why don't you just call it "Toxic Monkeys Group" for short, which I think 

would be a GREAT GROUP NAME, then use a tagline saying something like "Group 

support for tossing those toxic monkeys off your back!" 

 

Diana L Patz McDowell: "Monkey" can refer to many types of bad. So if your group is about 

toxic people only, then I think that the title need to refer to such. of your titles, I like #6 Toxic 

People and Beyond 

 

Sue Bookhout: Maybe 1 or 9. Definitely not 2, 5, or 6. They make it sound like your hyper-

focusing on the problem, rather than being more solution oriented. Part of the problem with 

toxic people is not the people. It's the way you react to them and let them take over your 

thoughts. I'd be wary of joining a group where there are a lot of people who obsessed with 



the toxic people in their lives. But if I felt like there would be positive results oriented 

solutions and a healthy dialogue, then I'd be more prone to join. Hope that helps. 

 

Elise Adams: If it were me I'd just name the groups after your book or the name of your 

series with the name "group" after it. 

 
Ivy Green: Hi Gayle, frankly none of them appeal to me. Cos it focuses on negativity and i 

like to focus on positivity. Something with attracting happiness or the law of attraction would 

appeal to me. Just my 2 cents. What would be the benefits for the 'client'? 

 

Gayle Katz: Good point. The benefits would be learning how to deal with the difficult/toxic 

person in your life thereby building up your self-esteem and confidence to live a better, 

happier life. I'm trying to brainstorm other possible group names now. 

 
Melissa Paige Kennedy: Personally, in my mind, simple is better and alliteration is powerful 

- something like - The Toxic Tonic - it is short, it identifies your theme and it shows that it has 

a benefit (implied cure). I am not saying necessarily this title rather I am giving an example. 

 

Charles Vance: Agreed with Melissa on simple. You might also consider: "The People 

Detox" or "People Detox Techniques" 

 

Valorie McNabb Pope: Shorter is better - AND you might want to see what names are 

available on FB - you'll want yours to be unique so you can have a short and specific URL! 

 
Jessica Butler: Another Q for the group...have any of you printed board books? I thought Lulu 

did but I couldn't find them. The only options I was really finding were overseas. The ones in the 

US were like $24-plus a book. WOW. I have a client dead-set on it. I honestly, don't think any 

other style book would be suitable for her project. Kristen Joy Laidig any suggestions? 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: When I did them I printed 3,000 in China. Specialty printing is like that. 

POD technology is great, but specialty books are still crazy expensive to print. 

 
October 12, 2016 

 

Jessica Butler: Does anyone know how to start the process of changing the ISBN number on a 

book? I know we need to add new content or change it but do I need to petition or what? I have 

a client who originally published with CreateSpace ISBN and now wants to take it back because 

it's a series. If it's in one of Kristen's trainings, just let me know. I'm sure I have it then. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: All you have to do is re-upload it as a new title with the new ISBN and 

cancel the old one. 

 

Elise Adams: Hi awesome folks!!! Just a reminder... The ENHANCED TRANSCRIPTS are now 

up in your members area under each Module's "Slides, Handouts, Audio Files, Enhanced 



Transcripts and Resources" tab. If you can't see them as live blue links please log out and log 

back in. Enjoy! 

 

October 10, 2016 

 

Judith A. Winters: Kristen! Do I purchase an ISBN number? If yes, where? Perhaps I am 

missing something in your Self-Publishing Module. Kindly respond. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Advanced ISBN info is in the Book Publishing Ninja course. It depends 

on what country you're in. In the US, go to MyIdentifiers.com. I recommend the block of 10. 

 

Judith A. Winters: Kristen! Another question...can I use Canva to design my book cover for 

Amazon Kindle? 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Yep! 

 

Judith A. Winters: Great. Is there anything special I need to know regarding the use of this 

platform for publication at Amazon. My notes indicate that I may upload my finished book to 

Amazon via CreateSpace or IngramSparks? Yes or No? 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: CreateSpace if you're using Canva. 

 

Judith A. Winters: Kristen! Thank you for responding to my questions. Allow me to share 

with you my book adventure. I learned much from your webinar on Zero Content. Using 

Canva I created my first journal and found it to be rather simple. My plans for this journal is 

incomplete at this moment because I am working towards publishing my first book with 

Amazon Kindle and Amazon regular. I wrote my book using Scrivener on a lap top mac, my 

primary computer. Now I am ready to create a book cover, with all the other stuff, ISBN 

number copyright etc. My question is which one of the book cover design platforms works 

best for Amazon Kindle using a mac? in the video I watched today you said, a mac using 

PowerPoint is best for amazon kindle. Is this correct? PowerPoint is expensive per month to 

download to a mac. Any other suggestions. I appreciate your response. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: I pay $10/month for the entire MS Office Suite that INCLUDES 

PowerPoint and I'm on a Mac. https://products.office.com/.../compare-office-365-for... 

 

Judith A. Winters: Good morning Kristen! I appreciate your suggestion. I agree ten dollars 

a month is peanuts. However, the price I googled on line was much higher. Yes I have a 

marketing budget and it is expansive. I am conscious of being overcharged for some items. 

This is my reason for asking for help. I am learning the technology that is available for me to 

complete this project. Because you are the EXPERT, I turn to you for help. Again thank you 

for all that you do. Much Love. 

 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2FMyIdentifiers.com%2F&h=ATMAncCnWvTwkmkBc7jSC6c3P5CjERPntC0IB843JpO25_u7Ql0npemHRKrs7ppChpW1Fl4r1pCy6EKxh0DL1c3tRByeuHx1ljF8mI8-iCjma0sJr389XCMalEHFY44LCeRtrLJ8OqSiIZLTMg
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fproducts.office.com%2Fen-us%2Fbusiness%2Fcompare-office-365-for-business-plans&h=ATONxjx17L7Yg8yF7OqQGF8JqS2EfKfGpd6bUIsK5oJ4DZyodf6t9pZ8sEUhDg3NIoZkGjoEDUMqT7nPXNaISYrIoFSl7E3r1Z01kiGzOMhCZ3UCuJfKRcw_y94QfUyO7A7UWXZQnyTYK-i4Sg


Kristen Joy Laidig: I hate that some websites overcharge like that! Always go to the source 

- the manufacturer. You'll get much better deals. Good luck! 

 

September 30, 2016 

 

Elise Adams: Help! Good morning all! Your warm responses when I've helped you with access 

or answered your concerns have been WONDERFUL! Now I need your help. I'm expanding my 

customer care consulting and I want to know from you what I've done differently or uniquely that 

has made my interactions with you helpful here at The Book Ninja.  

 

Would you be willing to send me a "this is what you do that I love" testimonial? 

Feel free to comment below OR email support@thebookninja.com or even PM me! Thank you 

so much. ~Elise 

 

Marlena Carol Harris: I never have to wonder if my email to support got to you. If I don't get 

a reply within a certain amount of time, I know that it didn't. There are a lot of businesses 

where I don't have that kind of security. I know if you received my email to support, you will 

get back to me. 

 

I also know that if you can fix whatever is wrong, you will, and if you can't, which I don't 

remember ever happening, I believe that you will make me feel better about the situation, 

because I always feel like you want to help me which is super valuable. I've dealt with 

support lines were I didn't feel like they wanted to actually help me. You always make me 

feel as if you are glad I'm a customer of Kristen or Tony. Thank you for that. 

 

Elise Adams: Thank you so much Marlena Carol Harris!! This is wonderful! May I use your 

name?? 

 

Marlena Carol Harris: Absolutely. If you are doing something other than taking a 

screenshot, please just use my first and last name, since that's what I plan to use 

professionally. Of course with a screenshot, my middle name will be there. 

 

Jessica Butler: I appreciate you going through the comments and posts and tagging 

Kristen or whoever it is you feel also needs to respond. My problem was quickly answered 

because of your effort. 

 

September 19, 2016 

 

Janet Bristeir: New book first copy, Yeah!! 

 



Ivy Green: Congrats 

 

Drew Becker: Good for you! 

 

Judith A. Winters: Congratulations Janet!! You did it! 

 

Sue Bookhout: Congrats. Hard cover and paperback? 

 

Janet Bristeir: Paperback 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Whoop! Look at that - way to go! 

 

 

 

September 11, 2016 

 

Janet Bristeir: Hi, first of all, Congratulations Kristen! 

I'm asking for advice about IngramSpark, I have my book ready to go, it’s a Journal that I want 

POD. I planned a 5.5x8.5 format to keep it in line with the size of my first book (which the journal 

is based on). Ingram now tells me they don't offer saddle stitch (stapled) option in that size for a 

black & white interior, only color premium. I've been told that they used to offer saddle stitch in 

this size. Does anyone know of a way to get this option? Thank you 

 

 Kristen Joy Laidig: FYI I was on my honeymoon, so that's why I didn't see your post. 

Secondly, IngramSpark has a page count limit for saddle stitch. Could be you have too 

many pages (limit is 48 pages). 

 

August 28, 2016 

 

Drew Becker: I'm hoping a graphics expert can help. My wife has created pictures that print 

fine on her printer and we want to use them in a book. The challenge I have run into is that she 

uses Freehand and although we can export to tiff or pdf when we change to CMYK from RGB 

the colors are muddy. Can anyone help with a suggestion or solution? Thanks in advance! 

 

Melissa Paige Kennedy: I do not know if this helps: 

http://www.peachpit.com/articles/article.aspx?p=31346&seqNum=3 

 

Melissa Paige Kennedy: Here is another interesting article on RGB and CMYK conversion 

that may be helpful. It does discuss the muddy issue that you mention. For what it is worth. 

https://indesignsecrets.com/import-rgb-images-indesign-convert-cmyk-export.php 

 

 

 

 

http://www.peachpit.com/articles/article.aspx?p=31346&seqNum=3


August 19, 2016 

 

Jessica Butler: [ASK] my client has been asked by several who have bought her kindle book 

how to get on a preorder list for her physical book, which is scheduled to publish on the 30th. 

Does anyone know how to do preorders? Also, if it is in the training (I haven't completed all of it 

yet), could you point me to the right direction? Thank you!! I have Publishing and Advanced 

Publishing Ninja also, if it is in either of those Kristen Joy. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: It's not really in either of those because with POD technology making 

the timeline so fast, it's pretty pointless to do pre-orders on Amazon. It's expensive, time 

consuming and a pain in the ass. If you want to ship the books out yourself (or ship them to 

your client & have them ship them to buyers), you can put a page up on a website with a 

PayPal buy button. That's how I've done it in the past... You're talking less than 2 weeks out. 

Pre-orders are a moot point at this stage. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Remember, pre-orders are meant for 6-12 months in advance in the 

traditional world. Most self-pub books can be fully developed and published in 3 months. 

 

August 18, 2016 

 

Janet Bristeir: Hi, I redid the video. What do you think? 

https://www.facebook.com/janet.bristeir/videos/1140475139342929/ 

 

Steven Arthur: The video looks good and your niche is gaining popularity. I'm sure people 

are glad to have your books to help them make their choices. I put myself in that place while 

watching and looked for a known endorser of medical tourism to help me feel more 

comfortable with my choice but didn't see any. If you could find someone or an organization 

that was enthusiastic about MT and get an endorsement I think your sales/influencer status 

could zoom. 

 

August 13, 2016 

 

Janet Bristeir: Hi, I finished module 4 yesterday, what a great series, so much information! 

Thank you Kristen. The course has prompted me to create two workbooks that will accompany 

the book I already have out. My book is about Medical Tourism, when people choose to pay for 

surgery abroad. The aim is to help people make informed choices and keep them as safe as 

possible. I've been working on a promotional video today, trying out a new program called 

Doodly. What do you think of it? 

https://www.facebook.com/janet.bristeir/videos/1136812876375822/ 

 

Jamie White Wyatt: I agree it looks amazing. Questions, though: All 4-5 videos I have seen 

look very similar. Office plants, clocks, etc. Are there many choices of "objects and 

characters ?" Is there an up sell for more choices? I worry it will lose effectiveness if people 

see too many lookalikes. Thoughts? 

https://www.facebook.com/janet.bristeir/videos/1140475139342929/


Janet Bristeir: There's the basic, then the pro. lots of characters etc. with the pro. You can 

import images as I did with my book cover. 

 

Brenda Z Reyes: Nice Janet! You've done a great job, and what a good idea to add a 

workbook. 

 

August 9, 2016 

 

Jessica Butler: Module2: PowerPoint question. I was planning on publishing with Ingram but I 

have already done the book cover and interior using PowerPoint. After hearing you state that 

the best printer for this is CreateSpace, I am obviously concerned. The reason I wanted Ingram 

was because of the extra distribution reach they have. What should I do? Am I stuck redoing all 

the pages I have already done? 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: You can use both. Do CreateSpace first, then any changes that you 

want to make, make them, re-create the pages in InDesign (or another professional page 

layout program) and then submit the new PDF made from that file to Ingram and ask them to 

omit Amazon in distribution. That way you'll get the best of both worlds, and be able to test 

what works without spending a bunch of time & money. 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: Hi Kristen and ninjas! Has any of you created an index in InDesign before? 

Is it easy enough? That's one thing I haven't done yet! I need to know for this new client and put 

it in the quote. Thanks for your feedback. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: InDesign's built-in Indexing system sucks. I've tried external plugins 

that also suck. Usually I would hire an indexer to hand-index the book after it's totally laid 

out. It's a pain, but it's the only way to get ALL the words the client wants. A good indexer 

will cost you anywhere from $800-1500 depending on how long the book is. Usually I 

convinced my clients that indexing wasn't worth it unless it was a heavy reference or text 

book. 

 

 Chrystel Melhuish: OMG, I'm so glad I asked!!! Thanks Kristen! I would never have 

guessed you would have pay someone and it would be that pricey! Yes, I had the feeling 

it might be complicated. Do you know if Word does it any better? Just curious as I really 

don't want to do it in Word, I hate it, but if the Index is important to her, she might have to 

carry on doing the book herself, depending on what's more important... Hopefully she 

forgets the idea after telling her what you said! 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Word definitely does it better. And hypothetically the tags in Word 

SHOULD transfer to InDesign... only some of them don't. 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: Oh okay but I can't see how the page numbering would work once 

you transfer the files from Word to InDesign as the page layout is likely to change... TOC 

are bad enough to do in InDesign! 



Kristen Joy Laidig: It's not page numbering, it's computer programming with the tags 

you create in MS Word when you do a proper Index. The programming is supposed to 

stay when you generate an Index in InDesign. Only it never has worked well. 

Chrystel Melhuish: Yes I get it's not page numbering but I thought an index had the 

words in the book with the page number next to them where you can find them in the 

book for easy access. Is that not right? That's what my client would like. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: AND for a hand-indexer (or even troubleshooting software), you can 

add a good 2-4 weeks to the production timeline. 

 

August 8, 2016 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: Hi Kristen, a new client would like a book done by beginning of October for 

a show with full bleed color images on left and color pages on right with chapter titles. Following 

what you said on the course, can you confirm that Ingram won't be good enough for this, even 

at premium quality?  

 

I did a color book at the middle quality color paper and it was okay, not amazing, so not sure 

that a full page in color would come out so good. I think it would have to be traditional printing 

but at higher cost unless she changed her requirements... She also got 80 images in her book! 

How would you charge for so many photos when usually 10 are included in the package? In 

increments of 10? Thanks in advance for your feedback. 

 

Jamie White Wyatt: I used Blurb for a full color book for a group of friends. Pricey, but I was 

pleased! 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: Thanks Jamie, yes Blurb is amazing but far too expensive for a 

regular color paperback book. Great for photo books, amazing quality print and paper! 

 

Jessica Butler: I actually used CreateSpace. My client was so pleased. But, I was planning 

on using Ingram for her next in the series. Looking forward to hearing more on this from you 

guys. 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: Really, CS for full page images and full colored pages? Was it 

really good? I used CS for my journals, very pleased with covers and quality but on the 

inside, the lines do not always print on every pages, so it can be a bit annoying. 

Someone gave me a recipe book done with CS in color and the print quality was not 

great, the colors were quite faded and a bit grainy. Nice to hear you had a good 

experience. Would you have any photos of the book you are mentioning to share? That 

would be helpful. 



    
 

Jessica Butler: When we ordered bulk we had some not so impressive ones but they sent 

us new ones asap. I was planning on using Ingram for the next one... 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: Wow, that looks amazing!! Thanks for sharing the photos Jessica, I 

really appreciate and it's very helpful to see the results.  

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Ingram's Premium will come with a price tag. Not as hefty as Blurb, but 

not cheap. For fast turnaround, I'd use CreateSpace, then move it to Ingram later. Honestly, 

this late in the game I'd tell her NO to that timeline. I learned the hard way to allow 3 months 

of production time for any book project. The author WILL delay the process, 98% of the 

time. If you haven't taken my Book Publishing Ninja & Advanced Publishing Ninja courses, I 

highly recommend you grab them. You're going to set yourself up for failure by bending over 

for a client's timeline, and there's ways to make them happy with a longer timeline while not 

stressing yourself out in the process. Especially with full color books, which take longer to 

produce/print AND design than standard black & white books. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: I've also seen CreateSpace color paperbacks & they're equivalent to 

IngramSpark’s Standard color quality. 

 

Jessica Butler: Thank you Kristen Joy for the input. I do have your Book Publishing and 

Advanced Publishing Ninja and that is why I was planning on doing Ingram on the rest of the 

series. Thank you 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: Thanks Kristen for your feedback. Yes I am quite worried about this 

timeline, but it's for a fair mid-October and she was let down by a previous publisher... I've 

mentioned to her about my concern on the quality she was trying to achieve and she's 

now decided to go with black and white interior.  

 

I've got the two courses you mentioned, they are brilliant, the contracts are so helpful too. I 

still have to confirm the quote today, looks like it's going to be a busy and tough September! 

https://www.facebook.com/jessicatbutler?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487&hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/thekristenjoy?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487&hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/thekristenjoy?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487&hc_location=ufi


Not sure what I got myself in for if she still wants to go ahead. I told her she would have to 

be fast at getting back to me for sure. 

 

August 6, 2016 

 

Jessica Butler: Can I get some input on the cover? The red is a representation of the tubie 

community. This is a children's book about a little boy with a Mic key belly tube. 

 

 
 

 

August 4, 2016 

 

Rhonda Malomet: Call it procrastination or reorganizing my environment (was inspired after 

Module 1 ) but I managed to label shelve and organize over 5 dozen of my teaching binders, get 

them out of the way so I can make room for the writing in my office... that felt good. Now back to 

writing.. 

 

Sue Bookhout: I filed a huge stack of papers and folded three baskets of laundry that had 

taken up permanent residence in the baskets. Yeah module 1!! 

 

Harriet Yoder: #Inspiring I am going to mark my calendar with #CleanMyOfficeSpace 

appointments. It's only been a month since I reorganized and I can see lots of room for 

improvement! 

 

Rhonda Malomet: I have definite sensation of lightness, as if I've given myself to be a writer 

( again). Had a previous incarnation as a freelance journalist, but hung up my pen for the 

classroom. Now I'm back. 

 

Lisa Halligan: I am re-watching the entire seminar from beginning to end while I help my girls 

finish their dresses for 4H. So many ideas I didn't have before! I am loving it! 

 

Elise Adams: Quick FYI... Yes, Module 4 Session One Part 1 really is just 2 minutes and 42 

seconds long because the majority of that session is DEMO. Hope that helps clear up a bit of 

confusion. 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/cleanmyofficespace?hc_location=ufi


August 3, 2016 

 

Elise Adams: Great news! The brand new pages for Instant Self-Publishing Ninja are now UP 

in our members site. These include all the training video replays and 95% of the associated 

training materials as well--including resource links, audio files, and handouts/slides. Thank you 

for your patience! Please let me know if you find any broken links or have any trouble accessing 

the materials by writing to support@thebookninja.com ~E~ 

 

Sue Bookhout: Thanks Elise Adams. It might be a little late in the game for this now, but in 

the future if you or Kristen Joy or Tony Laidig have new WordPress sites where you want to 

organize a lot of content for several different classes, there is a great plugin you should 

know about. It's called WpEp, made by CodeisCode. I've done quite a bit of testing with it. 

The most recent version is pretty darn cool. I'm not sure what membership plugin Kristen 

uses. I've tested it with OptimizePress and Wishlist Member and a few other themes. Not 

many people know about it yet. 

 

JanMarie Kelly: Well I bought 3 more domains today. Now to figure out how to have them 

forward to my author central accounts. 

 

Sue Bookhout: Why three domains JanMarie Kelly, instead of just one? 

 

JanMarie Kelly: I write under two names (mine and a pen name of sorts) so I have two for 

my author central accounts and the third is just a variation of my website (in case people 

enter it differently I want to cover all basis and be sure they get to me). So, all in all I have 6 

domains -- 2 are different websites, 1 was a separate website but now I just have it directed 

to a page on my main site, 2 that will direct people to my separate author central accounts, 

and 1 that is a variation on one of my websites. :) whew. 

 

Lisa Halligan: Sheesh. I bought the domain name for my name and never even thought of 

forwarding it to my author central account. Duh. LOL 

 

August 2, 2016 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: ANNOUNCEMENT: We're experiencing issues updating the site. And the 

fact that Module 3: Session 3 alone has FOURTEEN videos (sheesh I talk a lot!), we're needing 

to re-organize the course pages a little bit. We're also experiencing tech issues with the site 

crashing while we're getting the videos up. I'll be traveling tonight and tomorrow morning, but all 

videos are rendered and will be up in your Member's Area ASAP (with audios soon to follow 

within a couple days). Thank you all for being so awesome! 

 

Donna Woody: So much information! No, let me change that - so much GREAT information! 

This has helped me so much and I know I'm going to go back to the course and review my 

notes again when I get farther along in the process. 

https://www.facebook.com/JanMarieKelly?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487&hc_location=ufi


I really like the work backward from a goal idea. I tend to look at everything and get 

overwhelmed. It's hard to know where to start. So, I'm going to do the backward goal setting and 

also take baby steps. My priorities are to get the book written, get a cover done, start working on 

marketing (maybe???) while I'm doing that, then get it published. Everything else can come 

after that. I know I'll be coming back, not just to this course but to other courses Kristen has, 

again and again. Thanks for absolutely great training! 

 

Jackie Pollack: This was simply great! Four days, four modules and all the info-loaded 

sessions packed with energy inside all the information and the hands-on demos - Kristen just is 

such a dedicated teacher and you know too that she really is right there with you wanting you to 

succeed! Wow - how great! Thank you Kristen! 

 

Diana L Patz McDowell: Hello everybody! I've just been added to this group and wanted to say 

hi. So far, I'm loving the course. I have so many things I want to accomplish. I've written a 

women's fiction novel which I'm trying to edit and revise (not easy) among other fiction works. I 

came across the Journal Design course and it spoke volumes to me! I've designed and 

published my first Journal. Hope others are seeing success in your future. 

 

Helena Jacobs: Based on what I have learned about Ingram Spark (well, and everything else!), 

I am pretty excited. I am wondering if I should revise my first book, (now 11 years old) and get it 

published through them? I continue to sell about 75 copies a year. A revision would be almost 

as much work as a new book, but I have learned so much about images I feel I could do a much 

better job the second time around. It is currently comb bound so that it can lay flat (it is a jewelry 

making book) and with the binding choices Ingram Spark has, it should be ok, right? Some of 

the CreateSpace books I have purchased would fall apart if I tried to flatten them open.  So, 

major revision? or just leave it be since it works? Thanks for your thoughts! 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: I've smashed open my own IS printed books... and I've also seen 

authors put "Make this spiral-bound" in their "How to use this book" section at the beginning, 

which gives instructions on how to get it spiral bound at any local office supply store that 

does spiral binding for around $3. Much cheaper than traditionally printing thousands of 

copies you then have to store. 

 

August 1, 2016 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: Hi Kristen, as mentioned in my previous post, if I want to publish journals in 

the UK, I can only use CreateSpace as they give free ISBN numbers for any books. So, if CS is 

the official publisher (because they own the ISBN number), does it mean I am supposed to put 

their name on the copyright page as the publisher? If so, then who am I, being the person 

making everything happen in the middle - how should I label myself in the copyright page? So 

far I've put "Published by Plum Design & Publishing." So is that really wrong and if so, how 

would you recommend I should label my services/involvement in my books or for my clients who 

want journals? Thanks in advance, this is a disturbing one! 

 



Kristen Joy Laidig: While legally you're supposed to do that, CreateSpace will not let you 

put their name as the publisher because they don't want to have their name on any books 

(since so many untrained authors publish crap there). You can't even say "Printed by 

CreateSpace." So keep it the way you have it… And yeah, that whole UK not seeing 

journals or workbooks as "books" is ridiculous. 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: I know, so, so annoying! I've asked if adding quotes on each page 

might help the word quota, but no one could give me an answer to what is the minimum 

number of words. So I'm stuck with CS. I'm very happy with service and quality though, but 

would have liked to have it on other distribution channels via Ingram. I hope things will 

change re journals one day... 

 

Jamie White Wyatt: What about having a "chapter" or a few pages of inspirational info, 

suggested journaling ideas, questions to answer, quotes, etc., in addition to quotes on 

pages? Especially if you need to add words. 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: Thanks Jamie for the suggestions :) I already have a lovely 

introduction about the importance of gratitude and sample questions, hence why I thought a 

quote on every page might help with the quota of text. But as there's no real guidance on 

number of words, I'm kind of stuck. 

 

Donna Woody: Public domain pictures - does that apply to any .gov site? What if they list a 

university or project or something along with the picture? Reason - I think I found the perfect 

tornado picture at http://www.photolib.noaa.gov/htmls/nssl0052.htm - would this be in the public 

domain? And it attached the picture which is sorta neat! For the novel I'm currently working on, 

this, I think, would be a great picture for the cover. Never even thought of .gov sources until it 

was mentioned in the webinar. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig Looks like it does based on the fact it says "High resolution image 

available" and has a credit line. Tony Laidig may want to pitch in on this one as I don't have 

his resource list in front of me right now. 

 

Charles Vance That is a tough call because it's from a "joint project" with MSU. Suggest you 

ask NOAA Central Library. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: ALWAYS read the "About page!" About the Images 

 

Restrictions for Using NOAA Images 

 

Most NOAA photos and slides are in the public domain and CANNOT be copyrighted.  

There is no fee for downloading any images on the NOAA Photo Library. Educational use is 

encouraged as the primary goal of the NOAA Photo Library is to help all understand our oceans 

and atmosphere so as to be better stewards of our environment for future generations. 

 

http://www.photolib.noaa.gov/htmls/nssl0052.htm
https://www.facebook.com/thekristenjoy?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487
https://www.facebook.com/tonylaidig?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487&hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/charles.vance.52?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487


A few photos in the NOAA Photo Library that are known to have copyright restrictions are so 

noted in the caption information associated with those images.  

 

Credit MUST be given to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Department of 

Commerce. Where a photographer is noted, please credit the photographer and his/her 

affiliated organization as well. And also... Note the words "public-spirited." 

 

 
Chrystel Melhuish: Here is a great FREE resource I use to create ALL my ISBNs barcodes. 

You get an .eps file which you add to your InDesign files. 

http://www.creativindiecovers.com/free-online-isbn-barcode…/ 

Hope it helps! 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: * UK ISBNs Info for UK Publishers * 

I have shared this with Kristen and Elise recently who were okay for me to share. 

Not sure if there are any UK members in the group, but I think that's helpful and Kristen asked 

to share any useful info as it's hard to know everything for every country. 

I wanted to clarify that ISBNs in UK are not free. They can be purchased from Nielsen UK here: 

http://www.isbn.nielsenbook.co.uk/controller.php?page=123 

 

They cost £99 for one, £149 for 10, £352 for 100. 

Also this is not great for us in the UK... but low content books like journals which are made to be 

consumed and written in, are NOT considered eligible for ISBN by Nielsen UK! For them and 

accordingly to the ISBN international agency, there are not 'real' books with words, they are 

more like stationary. 

 

I've been battling with Nielsen for months trying to find the right answer and understanding why 

and if there was a way around it. So far not much luck, looks like it's a lost case. So this means 

that if I can't get an ISBN for my journals, I can't use IngramSpark to distribute my books to 

online book retailers, which means the only way to publish a journal type book is to do it with 

CreateSpace who offers a free ISBN number. 

 

I thought I would share as it's useful to know and might save someone a lot of time. I can clarify 

more things if needed, I have correspondence with Nielsen UK confirming all this. 

http://www.creativindiecovers.com/free-online-isbn-barcode-generator/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.isbn.nielsenbook.co.uk%2Fcontroller.php%3Fpage%3D123&h=ATN0DtKgJeqFBghV-39AsChPTpsRcLFuIgb_9ci3BqNYcoOyVG1l-70vDnfnfX3GR_9BwRCAyH6cos5NypR66j-iGnR1s1V1wOhu7afhitsVhGXOe3guTUu4EiaE8ix3KsPw5dt2fPMcHxoZidsN67fA2pE1MFOYpayJkgFniibtxV0zJOOrjQ5qRjbGzw6Z7Qkv6JZJFZRYDnnZEIv1rCeDeLEgfL8kCWnZdCVBOEE2x4tGIHYnW2aqSllsV6qvHhLg2NEJUqYRQ6VBxcTlQZGHI0RzpO_8ne1VjlptMgxAPpXZ


Somehow I wish someone might have found a legal way around it that they could share :) 

Thanks and hope it helps! 

 

Lynne Lee Frustrating: Thank you for saving me a lot of effort. It sounds as though to 

qualify for an ISBN in the UK you need a certain % of content. Any idea what that is? 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: No this is the frustrating part Lynn, there is no set amount of words 

Nielsen UK could tell me. Basically it needs to be a book like a non-fiction or fiction book 

that people read. If there is a consumable aspect where people need to write in mostly with 

repetitive prompts, it is considered as a journal/consumable book/stationary item and an 

ISBN is not applicable to buy. They told me I could use a UPC code I think (like a product 

code) BUT if I did that I could only use Ingram as a printer and wouldn't be able to put my 

journals on their platform for distribution (which is the whole point!) because you need an 

ISBN to register with Ingram. Vicious circle really, lol!  

 

The funny thing is calendars and diaries can have ISBNs from what I remember, go figure, 

it's empty content to me! 

 

July 30, 2016 

 

Jackie Pollock: This was a Big day 2 with pretty intense live show-and-tell video training on 

working out layout and design using various software for publishing your book. Kristen really got 

down to business today and I am so glad replays are available for reviewing the whole day's 

training! 

 

Steven Arthur: When I download a photo from Pixabay, what is the optimal size photo to 

choose? Choice of S, M, L, Original. Thank you. 

 

Valorie McNabb Pope: Steven, I usually go ahead and download the Large size unless 

SVG is available OR if I know I will EVER only need a small. I'm sure some other members 

may have different ideas! 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Always download the biggest (L or original) or SVG. 

 

Drew Becker: If I refer to Word or Excel do I need to use the Register mark and do I have to 

attribute in the beginning of the book? 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Use the mark the first time you mention it. Don't need to after that. (Per one 

of my editors.) 

 

July 29, 2016 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: HELP! So I don't forget to post in the Member's Area any resources I've 

mentioned "on the fly" during the live training, if you hear me mention a resource, could you 

https://www.facebook.com/lynnelee?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487
https://www.facebook.com/chrystel.melhuish?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487


please post in the comments on this post what that resource was (just the name of it is fine if 

you can't remember the URL) and what Module/Session you heard it in? Thank you! 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: The checklist bundle for sure. 

 

Harriet Yoder: Ultimate Book Ninja Checklist Bundle: 

http://ninjachecklistbundle.com/ucb002-8z16aldr 

 

JanMarie Kelly: Don't forget your pen name course (session 3 - module 1) - that was an 

awesome and thorough course. 

 

Lisa Halligan: Joseph Michael Scrivener Session 1 Module 3 

 

Donna Woody: What about Tony's courses? You've mentioned them several times in 

passing and they sound interesting, but I don't know what to look for. 

 

Amy Elmore: Tony's Coloring Book Master Class was definitely one of them. I wish I 

could remember the others! 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: MODULE 1 Questions... Comment on this post for any questions you have 

about the material covered in any of the Module 1 sessions! 

 

Amy Elmore: You talked about fixed format books for Kindle very briefly at the end of 

Session 3. Would this be a good way to work around the fact that Kindle doesn't allow text 

wrapping with images? I have a book that combines a lot of text and images, and I 

would like to be able to decide where the images go on the page instead of always having 

them between paragraphs. And if fixed format is the right way to do this, is there anything 

special I need to do to create the book other than using the Kindle Kids' Book software? I 

guess I mean does it need to be in PDF form before I upload it to the software or anything 

like that? Thank you! 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig:  Yes, that's the only way you'd be able to control heavy pics & text 

wrapping. And yes, PDF format can upload right into Kids Book Creator. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Here's the most popular resource I mentioned in Module 1: Session 2... 

http://NinjaChecklistBundle.com If you don't already have it, it's only $27 & will really impact 

your Project Vision Binders and productivity level. :) Enjoy! 

 

Elise Adams: Drum roll please.... All the videos from today's LIVE training sessions are now up 

on the Member's Site and ready for you! (I think Kristen deserves a standing ovation for this 

one.) 

 

Diane Kelley Pfeil: Thanks so much!!! I was unable to attend today and am so grateful to 

her for getting them up super-fast!!! 

http://ninjachecklistbundle.com/
https://www.facebook.com/thekristenjoy?fref=gs&dti=1625280091118487&hc_location=group


Steven Arthur: Another of the many, many, (serial commas) reasons I love taking Kristen 

Joy's classes! Value bombs all over the place! Thank you Kristen 

 

Brenda Z Reyes: Amazing day! Putting a notebook together this evening and printing 

checklists. Of course now I want to make a special idea box. Not any old box though; this 

one could be decorated with shells and or gems. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Keep in mind MOST trainers won't promise videos for a week or more. 

A lot of time goes into editing & rendering, then uploading & processing. I'm getting them out 

as fast as possible. 

 

Jamie White: Wyatt Kristen Joy: You missed my question about if it is possible to do a kindle 

index using chapter numbers instead of pages. That would at least help people pinpoint 

subjects, keywords, and topics. My book is reference and really needs it!? (Is this combined 

exclamation/questioning punctuation taboo?! HAHA) 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Jamie I actually did answer it.. maybe you missed my answer? I'd stay 

away from a Kindle Index altogether UNLESS you use a professional Kindle programmer 

who speaks XHTML. I've done both the way you're saying & a traditional index and both 

were a PITA. 

 

Jamie White Wyatt: Kristen Joy thanks. Actually, I heard that. I was thinking not making 

them clickable, except to the chapter. Can your programmer, recommended in Kindle in 30, 

do that? 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: Great first session, the idea box was brilliant to take things off your busy 

mind or your numerous notepads!... I like the desk inspiration images too, I need a proper desk 

and chair to work on, my poor back and neck are desperate! 

 

Jessica Butler: My husband just bought me a stand up desk for birthday and I am loving it. 

I am very dedicated to my workouts but was seeing negative changes and I could tell it was 

from sitting so many hrs a day. My knee pain I had from sitting so long has not been 

bothering since I got it. 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: Interesting, I have been wondering about those standing desks and 

wasn't convince I would last long for my lower back too.... Good to know it actually helps 

you! 

 

Jessica Butler: I tried standing without the desk...much different because I don't have to 

bend (which was causing lower back soreness) and I can stand for 8 plus hours instead of 

20 minutes when I was bending down 

 

https://www.facebook.com/thekristenjoy?fref=gc&dti=1625280091118487&hc_location=ufi
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Chrystel Melhuish: Wow I am surprised, I can just image the pain when I stand too long 

and go to networking meetings, I am surprise you can stand for 8 hours without pain! Hmmm 

very interesting! 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: NOTE: NEW slides are now up in your Member's Area! Thanks to those 

who pointed out the weird typo on the cover slide. 

 

Valorie McNabb Pope: Loved Session 1 - especially your matrix! I've used something similar, a 

rubric, for most EVERYTHING in decision-making and for grading students when the subject 

matter is either abstract or subjective. 

 

Donna Woody: Excited to see what I can learn. I've enjoyed all of Joy's webinars that I've 

attended before. This should give a good overview of everything plus plenty of ideas. 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Hey all! The live course webinar registration link apparently wasn't on the 

Thank-You page (several people missed it) and while it is in your Member's Area, I also just 

emailed it out to all of you. "See" you in class soon!! This is gonna be EPIC!  

 

July 28, 2016 

 

Drew Becker: My publishing company, Realization Press, has taken off since starting to work 

with Kristen Joy. I want to know more about publishing as well as a few hints for myself and my 

writing clients. Can't wait to start! I am also looking for someone to write a forward for my book 

on interviewing guests for blogs, books, podcasts and video 

 

Elise Adams: This online accountability and networking group is EXCLUSIVE to PAID 

members of Instant Self-Publishing Ninja by The Book Ninja. Visit:  

http://InstantSelfPublishingNinja.com to join the program. 

If your name is different than the name you purchased with please write to 

support@thebookninja.com with your purchase information. You will not be approved to join 

until we've matched your FB name to your purchase! 

 

July 24, 2016 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Welcome new members! Comment here why you joined the course and 

what you're excited about learning! 

 

JanMarie Kelly: I have already bought 90% of the information/courses you put out and 

even on those I should already be familiar with (since I've published several things on my 

own already), I still seem to learn something. I am hoping this all-inclusive course will bring it 

all together for me and help me 'up my game' from casual part-time author/publisher to full-

time Authorpreneur. And if nothing else, taking one of your courses always seems to 

motivate me into taking another step with my business and that is worth a lot. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/thekristenjoy?fref=gs&dti=1625280091118487&hc_location=group
http://instantselfpublishingninja.com/


Lisa Halligan: Thank you so much for putting this together... and for making it affordable. 

Your emails always resonate with me so much. I'm a night shift nurse (which destroys 

health) and a mother of 8. I spend all my time and energy taking care of others and my 

own health is almost gone. I have dabbled in Kindle but need guidance to figure out how to 

put it all together to create a business that will allow me to start cutting shifts so I can stop 

hurting my health. I need to be around to take care of my kiddos (my oldest is 23, my 

youngest is 2-1/2). I love to write. I just need help putting it together. 

 

Felicitas Tan Magkalas: I can hardly wait! I have decided just to focus on self-publishing 

instead of other online stuff. 

 

Tawni Reller: I have my story near complete and am starting to work on the illustrations for 

a children's book that I hope to publish this Fall, so the timing of this course is perfect for 

me. 

 

Jessica Butler: I have also purchased 90% of your awesome courses. thank goodness for 

them. You can most definitely see the difference between the work I did for myself in 2012 

and what I am doing now. Because of knowledge you have given me (and other courses 

too) I have been able to start my own publishing business for others...focusing on children 

writing children's books. It is so much fun to see their stories come to life. Thank you!! 

 

Chrystel Melhuish: I am really enjoying the course. I already bought book design and book 

publishing courses, they are great, and the contracts included made the difference in the 

decision. I bought these courses and this new one because I already publish my own 

journals and publish other people but I wanted to make sure to fill all the gaps and do it as 

my business in the best possible way. 

 

Melissa Paige Kennedy: I just completed Kristen's Instant Publishing course. I learned so 

much from Kristen, she is an awesome teacher and well versed in her craft. It was a lot of 

material to cover in s short few days but i stuck with it and I have learned so much. I 

think that it is a great overview for anyone contemplating publishing their books. I joined the 

course because though I do not yet have my first book completed I wanted to understand 

the process of getting it to market so that when I was ready I would have a good idea of 

what the next steps would be. Thanks Kristen, much appreciated. 

 

Gayle Katz: I just completed Kristen Joy's Instant Self-Publishing Ninja course and it was 

jam-packed with everything I needed to understand the writing and publishing process. The 

idea generation and marketing sections were especially helpful. Kristen focused on ways of 

bringing out my passions so that I could get my ideas out of my head and on to paper. The 

marketing section was also helpful since she focused mainly on free and low cost ways of 

getting the word out about my book. Kristen genuinely wants to help her students and you 

can tell in her teachings! 

 



Teri Shagoury: Gayle, thank you for being willing to share. I found it very encouraging and 

was astonished at how quickly it's possible to create simple posts that are intriguing. I never 

knew what a meme was! Kristen makes it all look so easy. 

 

Diana L Patz McDowell: I joined the course because I know there is always more to learn. 

Thank you Kristen Joy for sharing your knowledge. I don't have enough words to express 

my thanks. My head is full of information and when things settle down in my brain, I'm ready 

to re-watch the videos and use the handouts. 

 

Karyn Almendarez: Kristen Joy, you and Tony Laidig rock! I am so happy for both of you! I 

joined this group and am working through the course because I want to self-publish my book 

(6 years in the making) in October. I am thankful to you for making this invaluable material 

available! The videos in combination with your checklists are everything I need to get my 

book out there! I am grateful, and I am looking forward to connecting with members in this 

group:) 

 

Judith A. Winters: Congratulations Kristen and Tony on your marriage. Wishing you 

happiness forever. I joined this group because I want to self-publish my book. I am viewing 

your videos and the information is concrete and inspiring. Where do I find information in your 

teachings on obtaining ISBN numbers and copyright? 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: Judith Module 2: Session 2 covers that... And I go much more in-

depth in Book Publishing Ninja (http://BookPublishingNinja.com) 

 

July 22, 2016 

 

Kristen Joy Laidig: This online accountability and networking group is EXCLUSIVE to PAID 

members of Instant Self-Publishing Ninja by The Book Ninja. Visit:  

http://InstantSelfPublishingNinja.com to join the program. 

 

 

July 20, 2016 
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